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This person is Zoey Lopez!

Everyone didn’t understand Levi Garrison’s behavior of taking everyone to the top of the world.

Zoey Lopez couldn’t understand either.

She couldn’t help but ran out to stop people!

“I beg you at King’s Landing, don’t delay people! Obedient, we are not a mentor! We just do our own
thing! Don’t mix this!”

Zoey Lopez begged bitterly.
“Yeah, Boss! We don’t take that porcelain job with that diamond diamond! Are our strengths as a
mentor?”

“Yes, let’s quit! I’m not a mentor anymore! Don’t delay others!”

“What a good seedling, just wasted like this!”
Kirin ( Qilin ) and the others couldn’t bear it, they couldn’t help but say.

“Ha ha ha ha……”

The others laughed.

“Even your own female brother thinks that you are not qualified, do you have the right to be a mentor?
Do you have that strength?”

“I don’t take a piss to take pictures of myself, is it a mentor?”

“It’s so ridiculous! The senior academy also has a problem! Just because he is the king of the word side
by side! Just wasting so many seedlings?”

…

Everyone is unfair.

This is the unanimous voice of everyone-the removal of Levi Garrison’s position as a mentor.

“Yes, I suggest Kunlun College to remove Levi Garrison from his mentorship!”

Yin Zhengping was the first to stand up.

“I agree!”

Zhu Shaoyuan came out second.

“Me too!”

“Me too!”

…

Next, more and more people agreed to remove Levi Garrison’s mentorship.

Zoey Lopez and the others yelled, but their psychological thoughts were the same.

Levi Garrison must be dismissed as a mentor.

I think he is qualified!

This is misleading people!

Thousands of people shouted.

To remove Levi Garrison’s mentorship!

…

“If Teacher Ye is qualified, do you have the final say?”

“Yes, it’s wrong! Kunlun College’s decision is also your turn to point out?”

“We know whether he is qualified or not! If he is not qualified, then no one at Kunlun College is
qualified!”

Levi Garrison did not make a statement.

But Jiao Tianyu and the others stood up one after another.

They had seen Levi Garrison’s ability with their own eyes.

Is he qualified?

It’s ridiculous!

“Um?”

This time it was everyone’s turn to be surprised.

Why do they maintain Levi Garrison so much?

This is unscientific!

I don’t know what kind of drugs Levi Garrison has given them, but they are so obedient!

It’s incredible!

What is the reason?

“Jiao Tianyu, do you have a problem with your brain?”

“We did this for your good! You know?”

“Knock Levi Garrison out of Kunlun Academy! So you can go to other tutors! It really doesn’t work, I’ll
arrange a good tutor for you!”

Yin Zhengping hurriedly shouted.

“Yes! We are for your good! We are helping you get rid of the sea of suffering, you know?”

“Are you willing to be students under someone who is inferior to you?”

“Following Levi Garrison, you have done nothing. We are helping you. You have to cooperate with us!”

…

Everyone shouted.

“Ho ho, no need! I think Teacher Ye is the best!”

Jiao Tianyu said.

“Well, we think Teacher Ye is the best!”

Everyone expressed their opinions.

“Even if Teacher Ye is a sea of bitterness, we are willing to jump! What kind of pain we will bear, and
Teacher Ye can’t hinder you! Why force him to leave?”

“That’s wrong! Don’t worry about it! To put it bluntly, we would rather be scammed by Teacher Ye! We
also have nothing to do with you!”

Eighty people made such a statement.

Aroused public outrage.

“You are just a bunch of brain-dead idiots! Your brain is broken! Follow Levi Garrison well, there will
never be a day!”

In everyone’s eyes, people like Jiao Tianyu’s brains are broken.

Levi Garrison said: “Don’t pay attention to them, let’s set off.”

